Producers coming
together in co-operation
to process or produce
and similarly
consumactors coming
together - power as
these 2 meet

Culturally embedded in
the community with
seasonal celebrations

As an encouragement
for move towards more
mixed farming (eg.
Meat and veg) within
farming generally

Collaboration :
machinery rings
etc, sharing

Not fighting those on
the same side eg box
schemes, farmers
markets, and forgetting
who the real enemy is
(supermarkets)

More enterprises, more
members, even more
diversity, more
opportunity for young,
re-skilled growers

Re-design agriculture
in relation with the
landscape and the
capacity of the farmer

Non-capitalist,
new paradigm,
grass roots,
sustainable,
community food
projects.

Big, more of it. More well
known by public/
rebranding, engage more
farmers, organising body/
more clarity in the idea /
part of everyone’s life “as
popular as Tescos”

Mainstream, interested
in, connected, moved
from competition to a
collaborative model.

Ability to scale up by
recognising successful
models, cooperation
between CSAs in a region to
supply cities within it,
opportunity to potential CSA
start ups to visit existing
CSAs on a mutually
beneficial arrangement,
linking up between CSAs
and other sympathetic
organisations such as coops
& transition groups.

Mainstream, commonplace,
extensive / for everyone to
know what it is / why its
important / to have clear
terminology / more interlinking
networks (RSPB, city farms,
OGA etc) / less supermarkets
more CSA

At least one CSA per
town in the UK!
(supporting each other)

CSAs to be recognised
and understood by the
farming community, the
public and policy
makers. Hopefully over
the next 3 years.

One in every town (not
just growing groups)

Scale up - lots of small
CSAs cooperating and
sharing resources

CSAs as a fortress,
CSAs feeding the
nation, In 5 years: more
of them and to do with
agriculture not food,
care of the environment

A viable
alternative to
current food
buying options
for everyone

For local food to be the
norm

Self organising
and diverse

A resilient network of
CSAs / co-operative of
CSAs

National Federation
(umbrella organisation
for marketing,
campaigning etc.

CSA for
Bridge Farm!

A strong independent self
funded CSA network.
Strong in each region of
the UK. Providing
support, training etc.

SA to prepare feasibility
study / funding
requirements for a
dedicated CSA federation
for skill sharing, specific
groups, work with other
bodies eg. Transition,
OCW, SA etc

Vibrant, recognised,
known

Equity, fair wages,
dignity

Robust Sustainable
Resilient

Link with other
community led
organisations eg.
Allotments, Transition
food – less fragmented

What do you want the CSA movement in the UK to look like?

